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                    by Ludovica Serafini + Roberto Palomba
                    Noha

                    
                      Noha is a simple gesture, a pillow folded in the act of providing a comfortable seat, highly versatile, perfectly fitting into both workspaces and beyond. 
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                    by John Pawson
                    Foro

                    
                      A minimalist table collection crafted in solid oak wood to add richness and kindness to any collaborative space.
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                    by Jaime Hayon
                    Aleta Executive

                    
                      Aleta Executive transforms corporate spaces into sophisticated enclaves to feel inspired and comfortable.
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                    By Victor Carrasco
                    Fuste

                    
                      An oak table with organic lines by Victor Carrasco, designed to add value and bring a touch of warm minimalism to domestic, hospitality and corporate environments.
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                    by Ramos & Bassols
                    Copa

                    
                      Upholstered chair with a soothing shape, generous seat, and enveloping design. It is a versatile chair that brings comfort and wellbeing into the workspace.
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                    by Naoto Fukasawa
                    Common

                    
                      Common is a versatile modular system of benches and low tables that work as a meeting point for waiting zones, welcoming areas, halls, and collaborative spaces.
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                    by John Pawson
                    Trestle

                    
                      Minimalist table designed by John Pawson. Thanks to its multiple possibilities and dimensions, it is the ideal choice for offices, homes, waiting areas and restaurants.
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                    by Victor Carrasco
                    Savina

                    
                      As a collaborative island that enhances soft work, the sofa creatively materializes the evolution in our lifestyle and the growing stream of hybrid spaces.
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                    by Victor Carrasco
                    Cambio

                    
                      A collection of central bases to create infinite possibilities for our work, home or collective tables.
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                    by Lievore Altherr Molina
                    Sistema

                    
                      Sistema is a modular sofa system designed by Lievore Altherr Molina, with multiple compositions to fit any space requirement.
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                    Viccarbe icons
                    The Collaborative Outdoor

                    
                      Viccarbe Collaborative Outdoor is raised to foster collaboration, productivity, creativity, observation, inspiration, and the personal growth of our teams, connecting us to nature and bringing back our cultural roots.
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      Collaborative design with 10 years warranty

      
        
          We manufacture collaborative furniture designed with renowned designers and we offer 10 years warranty.
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            Get inspired with our latest office projects and collaborative workspaces.
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            Wander through the uplifting interiors in restaurants, bars, hotels and shared spaces.

          

        
        Hospitality
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            Our collaborative furniture takes part of waiting areas, receptions, and intermediate spaces of healthcare projects.

          

        
        Healthcare
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            Discover our selection of striking shops, airports and other retails scenes.
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            Take a look at our compilation of spiring homes and residential projects.
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            A line of kind and flexible furniture carefully chosen to add an outstanding value to the kitchen area.

          

        
        Kitchen
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            A collection raised to foster teamwork and appreciate the alfresco area as an extension of the workspace.
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        Professional Area

        Enjoy free access to project planning documents, including exlusive imagery, technical data and 2D, 3D, Revit and BIM files.
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        Viccarbe HQ Virtual Tour

        Visit our headquarters in Valencia, Spain, from any location thanks to our virtual tour. 
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      Mediterranean Catalogue

    

    
      Our new Mediterranean Catalogue is out, our most coveted compilation of Mediterranean design. We hope you enjoy the read.          
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      Foro

    

    
      Minimalist design table for collaborative spaces designed by John Pawson.          
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      Mediterranean Essence

    

    
      Discover our new fragrance for collaborative spaces and the home, made with orange blossom and green fig essential oils.          

  


    

  




  
    
      Let's begin.

      
        
          We would love to help you dress your spaces no matter their size or their location, the world is endless.

Let’s create together the best proposal for your project.

        

      

      
        
          Get in touch
        

      

    

  




  
    
      
  
    
            
        
      
      
            
      
        Viccarbe in 1 minute

        Welcome to our world of collaborative design. Press play and discover our story in just one minute.
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        Our Clients

        We are part of collaborative workspaces of global brands such as IBM, Google, Apple and many more.
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        Designers

        Our collection is the result of years of collaboration with renowned designers.
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      Noha

    

    
      Noha is a simple gesture, apillow folded in the act of providing a comfortable seat, highly versatile, perfectly fifting into both workspaces and beyond.           
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      Copa 

    

    
      The chair is pure comfort thanks to its embracing generous seat which brings wellbeing.           
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      Trestle 

    

    
      The minimalist table designed by John Pawson, has infinite possibilities for collaborative spaces.           
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        Viccarbe Standard Fabrics

        A curated selection of fabrics available as standards, stocked in Spain, for the fastest delivery. Check the collection here.
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        Product Configurator

        Configure our products the way you want to find the best match for your project.
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        Create your own projects

        Bring your projects to life and prepare easy quotations using this free 3D interior design software.
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            8 March, 2024
            2024 Happenings
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            20 February, 2024
            Sara Armbruster, President and CEO at Steelcase, visits Viccarbe
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            12 January, 2024
            First impressions: Zoco lounge chair
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